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At YAFTA we are committed to 
helping our students pursue 
careers in the acting industry. 
However, we know that in 
order to have longevity in an 
acting career, one also needs 
a stable income.

Many actors undertake 
unfulfilling employment in order 
to fund their acting careers. 
At YAFTA, we understand the 
impact that this can have on 
your financial stability, job 
satisfaction, mental health and 
wellbeing which consequently 
impacts your acting career. At 
this point, many actors opt for 
stable career options which 
are commonly unflexible, 
meaning that the realities 
and practicalities of working 
as an actor becomes much 
more challenging.

We have created a solution to this 
dilemma. YAFTA now offers any 
student who has completed the 
YAFTA Acting for Screen Diploma 
course the opportunity to 
purchase a YAFTA franchise with 
a 40% reduction on the franchise 
purchase fee (£12000, normal 
fee is £20000).

This gives actors the opportunity 
to run their own business in the 
acting industry, supporting and 
developing the next generation 
of talent, all whilst earning an 
income in a flexible career, 
meaning that you can have 
time to attend auditions and 
undertake acting work, whilst 
still earning an income from your 
YAFTA franchise.



BENFITS
 Ë Run your own business in the creative sector.
 Ë Be part of a growing vibrant and exciting organisation in the acting industry.
 Ë Support the next generation of acting talent.
 Ë Build a satisfying career for yourself and be your own boss.
 Ë Endless job satisfaction
 Ë Opportunities for growth and development
 Ë Earn money whilst you audition and act.
 Ë Give yourself the opportunity for longevity in your acting career.
 Ë Reduced franchise purchase fee for Diploma graduates.



EXAMPLE EARNINGS
YAFTA ACADEMY FRANCHISE PACKAGE

£12000 PLUS VAT (£20000 FOR NONE DIPLOMA GRADUATES)

The YAFTA Academy Franchise Package allows you to operate Grade 1 to Grade 
6 and the Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels of our fully structured 
syllabus for child, teen and adult students in your specified area. You are not 
limited to how many days per week you can operate on and will benefit from the 
professional opportunities that YAFTA can offer to your students.



EXAMPLE STRUCTURE

3 x 1 hour evening teenage classes 
with 12 students in each class £11,664

3 x 1 hour evening child classes with 
15 students in each class £ 11,340

3 x 1 hour evening adult classes with 
12 students in each class £19,008

For 3 Evenings work per week 
during term time only

GROSS ANNUAL 
TOTAL £42,012

Franchise Purchase Fee of £12000 is for YAFTA Acting for Screen 
Diploma Graduates Only

Applicants must still apply to be considered.

Locations will be discussed with YAFTA

Franchisees will be supported with the business 
development and structure.

Franchisees will have rights to offer acting for screen evening classes to 
adults, teenagers and children, subject to tutor qualifications.

Franchisees will not have rights to offer the YAFTA Acting for Screen 
Diploma programme.
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